
The Status of 750 GeV di-photon 
resonance
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Search for di-photon resonances in the mass range from 150 to 850 GeV in pp collisions at 

                                                         sqrt(s) = 8 TeV 

                                     The CMS Collaboration (1506.02301)



Search for di-photon resonances in the mass range from 150 to 850 GeV in pp collisions at 

                                                         sqrt(s) = 8 TeV 

                                     The CMS Collaboration (CMS-HIG-14-006 )
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Search for new physics in high mass diphoton events in proton-proton collisions at 

                                                            sqrt(s) = 13 TeV 

                                     The CMS Collaboration (CMS PAS EXO-15-004 )



Search for new physics in high mass diphoton events in proton-proton collisions at 

                                                            sqrt(s) = 13 TeV 

                                     The CMS Collaboration (CMS PAS EXO-15-004 )



ATLAS-CONF-2015-081 
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1512.04933 (R. Franceschini et.al.)

required cross to explain the excess



relaxed cuts additional 0.6 ifb data (B=0) 
both spin=0 and 2 analysis  

spin 2 hypothesis : local significance 3.6 sigma 
spin 0 hypothesis : local significance 3.3 sigma combined significance =3.4 sigma(8+13 TeV)



gluon initiated ?

quark initiated ?



1512.04933 (R. Franceschini et.al.)



production of electroweak gauge boson ia association with di-photon 
resonance may be another possibility ?? 

1512.08478 (Gao, Zhang and Zhu)

Other distributions can also  
be helpful 1601.00638(C. Cs ́aki, J. Hubisz, S. Lombardo, J. Terning)
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1601.04751(M R. Buckley)
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1601.04751(Matthew R. Buckley)



Reducible vs irreducible backgrounds

Mostly irreducible 

More info

CMS PAS EXO-15-004



Background fitting function



1601.03153(J H. Davis, M. Fairbairn,  J Heal  and P. Tunney)



May be addressed at the time of “critical 
discussion” 

1601.07330(Bradley J. Kavanagh)



1603.02663

1603.02663(J. M. Campbell, R. K. Ellis , Y.Li and C. Williams)



X

Charged particle loop ( For SM 
Higgs -> W and top quark loop)

Cross section~ a few fb 
equivalent to ~ tens of pb WW/

ttbar cross section 
should be new particle loop 

X
Coloured particle loop  

may need new coloured 
particles to enhance cross sec 



jet

jet

Z

Z

Z



ttbar bound is more tricky : See Rohini’s talk

1512.04933 (R. Franceschini et.al.)



p p -> di-jet 

CMS EXO-14-005-PAS



ATLAS-CONF-2015-059, CMS-PAS-HIG-15-004 

CMS-PAS-HIG-16-001 , ATLAS-CONF-2016-012

Also see 13 TeV H→ZZ→2ℓ2ν CMS-PAS-HIG-16-001 
 

2HDM H -> ZZ





X
X+

Large width: may require additional decay 
modes except di-photon and di-jet   

                                   (See Yann’s talk)

X
DM

DM

Possible ? 
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more cross section enhancement (8/13 TeV)  

1512.04933 (R. Franceschini et.al.)



1512.06824(W. S. CHO et.al.) 



X OR 
X



XX

collimated photons

1512.05775(P. Agarwal et.al.) 



Future searches : Z gamma , ZZ and dijet, top 
quark resonance + additional particle searches  

Many possible models that can explain the excess,  
 may be connected to other small excesses. 
Connection with dark matter ?

Many open questions : 

Large vs small width  
single vs double /N resonances  
 spin-0 vs spin-2 
750 GeV vs Heavy resonance  
interference with SM background  
single photon vs collimated photons 
peak vs edge  
fitting functions  

…….
Thank you 


